
EQilogue 

9/0-0g These Papers , which were still partly in draft 
form as 'The Cosmos of All Living' or 'The Living Universe' , 
probably pre-date the main Cosmos of All Living Papers of 
3/1-3 and 4/1-5 in this Volume IX. They include , in 9/0f, a 
mention of the concept of Consciousness as ' the fourth 
principle' in the Cosmos of All Living which is developed on 
this vast scale in connection with the ' inner circle' of humanity. 

Consciousness ,as the Carbon 12 catalyst for the 
evolution of ' Man' 24 from ' Vertebrates' 48, is indicated in 9/0 
by the small spiked circle. ( 9/0g includes Colin's handwritten 
placement of Consciousness at this point , which is taken from 
an associated draft diagram) 

The concept of a' fourth principle' of Consciousness 
(although implicit in 8/28-33) does not seem to re-appear, at 
least in this three-storey Food Table form , until much later -
see this Volume's Introduction 1 /8-12 for an exploration 
of' the fourth production line'. 

9/1-7 The text for this Paper is mainly from a letter of 
1968 to Colin's old friend from the early 1930s Ouspensky 
era , Francis Roles , with whom he exchanged a good deal of 
correspondence about System ideas. 9/2 & 9/3 have 
paragraphs from later follow-up letters, one of which (main 
para of 9/3) was used by Dr Roles for Study Society reading 
material (ref 1968/13). The concluding paragraph of 9/3 is 
from a rough freehand draft. 
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The world studied by astronomy - the world of stars and 
galaxies - is a world so vast, so still, so far away that we 
cannot hope to grasp its real meaning. The world studied by 
the physicists - the world of atoms and electrons - is a world 
just as remote, just as far away on the other side of space. 
In between these two extremes is another world much nearer to 
us - the universe of living creatures under the sun's influence. 
The boundaries of this world are defined by the solar system, 
the smallest elements that belon~ to it are living creatures like 
ourselves. Man, organic life, the earth and the other planets -
these are the elements of which it consists. All these elements 
taken together make a single whole - a single being, with its own 
life, tts own breath and its own intelligence. 

How can we conceive what this being is like - this living 
universe of which we form part? We have to adinit it, the whole 
is beyond our comprehension - and the reason is simply a matter of 
time. The time scale of this world is so great that we cannot 
possibly see it as one whole. A single moment, a single breath 
for a world of such vast dimensions could last, perhaps, for twenty 
or thirty thousand years. During this period the celestial bodies 
known to us - the earth, the planets, the solar system itself, and 
even the stars of the milky way - move through enormous distances. 
We cannot possibly conceive what the total effect of all this 
movement is like - we cannot possibly know what even a single moment 
in the life of this being really is. 

But as a single cell within the human organism, which can be 
studied in relation to the body to which it belongs, so can we take 
the earth, and study it separately in relation to the universe of 
which it forms part. And just as each cell within the human body 
is part of the living structure of the organism as a whole, so the 
earth too, is part of the living structure of a greater body - the 
body of that great being of which we all form part. The earth is 
alive, it breathes and it takes in impressions from its surroundings. 
And its purpose, its function in relation to the whole is to serve as 
a physical basis, a ground, for the growth and development of 
organic life. 

Organic life on earth, ordinarily considered to be confined to 
the earth's surface, has an influence which extends throughout the 
whole universe. Like the molecular basis of life within the cell, 
which holds the key, not only to the life principle within the whole 
body, but also to the essential characteristics of the living 
creature to which it belongs - in the same way it is organic life 
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on earth which provides the life principle within the whole 
universe, and a t the same time determines the very nature - the soul -
of the living universe itself. No~ is t his nature far away or 
difficult to find - it is here, in the life around us, in everything 
we see - everything ha s its ovm life, its own nature, and yet it 
forms part of the one life, the one great nature of the living 
universe to which we belong. 

And just as the earth is designed to serve as a vehicle for the 
growth and development of organic life, so organic life in its turn 
is designed as a medium for the growth and development of man. 
Man is quite distinct from organic life - his function is quite 
different. Alone among all creatures in organic life he is able 
to see the living universe reflected in himself, and to know the 
purpose for which it was created. Taken on this enormous scale, he 
is the mind, the consciousness of the living univers e . And just 
as the mind of individua l man is able to reflect the spirit that 
lies deep within it, so mankind, through his tradition, is able to 
reflect the spirit of the universe. He reflects it in his inner 
knowledge, in his art, his religion, his science and philosophy; but 
above all he r eflects it in his own spirit - in that which he is 
in himself. 
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These three elements of the cosmos of all living - earth, 

organic life and man - exist in everything around us. Earth 

is the physical principle, the matter of which everything in the 

cosmos is made; organic life is the vital principle, the breath 

which quickens all living creatures; and man is the psychic 

principle, the mind ·which reflects the reality of the cosmos, 

and is able to interpret the creator's will. 

Consider, for instance, the physical basis of the earth. There 

are the metallic substances which belong to the earth's core; there 

are the earth's surface layers, the minerals stored in the earth's 

crust, the oceans and rivers, the alluvial deposits, the topsoil; 

then there is the cellular structure of plants, which covers 

the whole of the earth's surface; and above that again is the 

earth's atmosphere, the stratosphere, the ionosphere; and finally 

the earth's magnetic field, and the sun's radiation falling constantly 

upon it - all these are substances with which we are familiar, 

yet when we consider them in this context, we realise suddenly that 

they could not exist on their own that they depend, almost all, 

upon the presence of organic life. 

And organic life depends in its turn on them. The earth's 

surface layers, for instance, are a ground in which organic life 

can flourish, yet organic life itself is the agent which produces 

these layers - without organic life they could not exist, the earth's 

surface would be dead, like the moon. Organic life feeds the 

earth's surface - feeds it with the cellular substance of plants, 

which disintegrates and becomes absorbed into the earth's structure. 

And animals - invertebrates and vertebrates - condition these surface 

layers in various ways, by breaking them down and manuring them. 

Everything depends on everything else, and we cannot imagine a time 
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when life did not exist , still less how it came into being. And if we ask 
ourselves the same question about the cell , we realise it always was 
alive , it always formed part of the living body to which it belongs . Why 
not the same with the earth - why not a living earth always , from the 
moment it was first conceived? Is it necessary to assume that the earth 
was once dead , that it gradually became alive as organic life spread 
over its surface? Perhaps a "dead" planet, like a dead cell , is nothing 
more than the physical remains of an organism which was alive in some 
previous epoch, not an organism which is not yet born. 

But taking the state of affairs as we know it , there is clearly 
a point in the scale where , taken in a broad sense , it is possible to say 
that life has arrived on the scene, and substances which exist on the 
earth's surface are no longer dead but living. This point, as we all 
know , is connected with the miraculous phenomenon of photosynthesis, 
a process by which the inorganic substances in the earth's surface 
layers are taken up into the body of-plants and converted into living 
tissue through the action of the sun's rays. It is from this point that life 
on earth really begins , and from it the whole gamut of living creatures 
on the earth's surface develops ,leading in the end to the creation of 
man and the angels. 

Yet man's existence cannot wholly be explained only as a 
development from the different species in organic life. His presence 
depends on another miracle - a miracle even more astonishing than 
that of photosynthesis. This miracle is the phenomenon of · 
consciousness . 
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Which brings us to what is perhaps the most important of all questions -
the meaning of the Inner Circle of humanity. 
What is the Inner Circle of humanity? As we have put it on the diagram 
(below) it is something above the level of man as we know him - an 
intelligence or a consciousness which looks after man's fate on a very 
big scale , throughout the whole of historic time. And yet for that very 
reason it must be something which exists within each of us - something 
which every man in the world possesses , even though he may not know 
it. Connection with the Inner Circle is therefore an inner connection , 
not just an outer one. Beyond that it is difficult to speak. 

* t his pa ge is. from 5/? 
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And the third , the psychic, principle in the cosmos of all living 
is man. Man, taken on a very big scale, the scale of humanity, is the 
mind , the reason , of the cosmos of all living. But what do we mean by 
'man'? Certainly the masses of humanity are not capable of acting with 
intelligence. Only when they are guided and controlled by comparatively 
small groups of civilised people do they become capable of controlled 
thought and action ; and these groups in their turn have to be guided by 
individual men - men who are able to sense , through the use of their 
higher functions ,what the needs of the cosmos may be. 

So the mind of the cosmos of all living is not a simple thing. 
It is a complex structure of different levels ranging from the lowest to the 
highest. And like our own mind , it is incapable of rising above a certain 
level without consciousness. 

Consciousness, the fourth principle in the cosmos of all living, 
is something quite different from mind. It can exist quite independently of 
mind , on a level above the mind's functions. And consciousness , in the 
cosmos of all living , is not by any means confined to man. On the other 
hand there exists within humanity a special instrument for the storage 
and development of consciousness. This special instrument is known as 
the 'inner circle' of humanity and consists of all those men throughout 
history who have reached a level of consciousness above that of the rest 
of mankind. Such men are able to help mankind through the special 
knowledge they possess , and so to ensure that the needs of the 
cosmos of all living are fulfilled. 

It is through the inner circle , that certain very important 
influences are transmitted to humanity - influences which depend on 
higher levels of consciousness and cannot be received by man direct. 

The inner circle is , in fact , the 'soul' of the cosmos of all living, 
and like man's individual soul it reflects the will of higher worlds above it. 
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I keep on coming back to this idea of an equivalent to the food table 
on a larger scale - the idea that just as our food table ( see 2/3 - also 9/6) 
refers to the world within us , the microcosm , so there must be another food 
table which refers to the world outside us , the macrocosm. And I am 
convinced that the key to this larger food table is the step diagram - the 
"diagram of all living" - for it all fits so very exactly, and even the hydrogen 
numbers are the same . 

... it is a wonderful way to expand the scale of one's thoughts, but 
first one wants to be a bit clearer about the principles. What , for instance , is 
the scale of this larger food table? I used to think of it as the solar system , but 
perhaps it is bigger than that? Certainly the step diagram includes suns as 
well as planets , and reaches to the absolute itself , on the other hand the 
words used in the step diagram have many different meanings - naturally , 
because there are really three octaves , and their meaning is different in each! 

So perhaps the first thing to be sure about is what these three 
octaves mean , and to get their time scales right. As far as I can see the first 
octave is concerned with the physical aspect of things , and the unit on which 
it is based is a planet such as the earth. The second octave would be 
concerned with the vital or living aspect of things , and in this case the unit is 
organic life. And the third octave would be concerned with the psychic or 
intelligent aspect of things , and here the unit is man ..... it all works so 
beautifully - one sees how organic life comes in on the level of "plants 11 192 , 
to quicken the planet earth , and how the development of organic life itself 
is helped by the intelligence of man , which enters on the level of "vertebrates" 
(or man 1,2 and 3) at hydrogen 48 (see 9/0g) . But it is above this level that 
the whole thing becomes so interesting, and I can't help feeling that the 
higher parts of both these octaves may contain the key to many things about 
the inner circle and man's development, which we never understood before. 
(see food tables- pages 9/4 & 9/5) 

As regards the actual time scale , one would expect the food octave 
to be based on the lifetime of a typical planet - say some 72 billion years -
which corresponds on our scale to 24 hours , or the life of a typical cell. The 
air octave would be based on the lifetime of Nature - say some 2,400,000 
years - which corresponds on our scale to a period of 3 seconds , and the 
impressions octave would be based on the lifetime of man - the period of 
80 years - which corresponds on our scale to 1 /1 0,00Oth of a second. (see 
pages 9/6 & 9/7) 

These figures , which seem at first quite astronomical in scale , are 
really the key to the whole thing , for they provide us with a very convenient 
guide to the periodic time of the various processes in each octave. The 
formation of minerals in the earth's crust, the evolution of species, the carbon 
cycle , the nitrogen cycle , the oxygen cycle , the ice ages , the great 
geological periods - all these have their place in the first two octaves. And the 
impressions octave rises to very much shorter periods , and with it the upper 
parts of the air octave - culminating, interestingly enough , in a limit at the 
note SI of 3 seconds - the period of a breath, or a moment of consciousness. 
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What an enormous range of periodic times! From 72 billion years 
to 3 seconds - and all within the one living entity. Did one ever realise that 
our own food table contains exactly the same range? I think one overlooked 
the fact , because it is all in terms of very high frequencies. And then again , 
what do these very short periodic times actually mean - 6. months , 24 hours , 
9 minutes , 3 seconds - considered in the light of man's development? Could 
it mean , perhaps , that 24 hours of experience for man no. 6 contains the 
same amount as 80 years experience for man 1 , 2 and 3? - and that 
ultimately everything is contained in the moment? I don't know - it needs a 
lot of thought! 

And at the other end of the scale , how interesting it is to find that 
the "Day of Brahma" corresponds approximately to the periodic time of the 
food octave. Perhaps after all it is Brahma himself to whom this food table 
belongs! 

Of course one has to take rather a broad view of these times, but 
they give an indication of the kind of processes in each octave. A day and a 
night for Brahma , by the way , is said to be 8640 million years , which comes 
between DO and RE in the food octave. So we are speaking about something 
on much the same scale. 

But it is the impressions octave which is so interesting. If one 
remembers how the triads go in the food table, one will see that man (24) 
evolves from vertebrates (48) through the action of carbon 12 , which is on 
the level of angels. Similarly, angels (12) evolve from man (24) through the 
action of carbon 6 , which is on the level of archangels. And archangels (6) 
evolve from angels (12) through the influence of the eternal unchanging (3). 
Although one does not understand , this give a quite new approach to many 
of our questions about the purpose of all the schools , organisations , groups , 
religious leaders , saints , mystics and teachers of one kind or another which 
exist in the world today. One sees that it is quite natural for certain people to 
be attracted to one teacher , and for others to turn to another. It is not that one 
is right and the other wrong , it is simply a question of level. And everything 
happens according to certain laws and principles which we on our level are 
unable to see. 
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In connection with the large scale food table ... it is very interesting 
to think what corresponds, on this larger scale, to D.N.A. and the inheritance 
pattern as it exists in each individual cell. 

We have taken the individual cell to correspond on this larger scale 
to a planet such as our earth. The earth is a "cell" in relation to the body of 
Brahma as a whole. Within this "cell", large organic molecules such as the 
D.N.A. molecule would correspond to units - possibly species - of organic life. 
Somewhere hidden in organic life , therefore , one would expect to find the 
key , the pattern , which determines the characteristics of Brahma , just as the 
key , the pattern , which determines the characteristics of individual man is 
hidden in the molecular structure of D.N.A. 

Obviously this key or pattern is the Great Laboratory. In fact , the 
idea of the Great Laboratory as it is described in the New Model* is very 
similar, except that one never realised its full implications before. The Great 
Laboratory is the' D.N.A. molecule' whose structure determines the nature of 
Brahma. And in the countless reincarnations of Brahma , the Great 
Laboratory never changes - the key to the nature of Brahma is always the 
same , for it exists on the level of hydrogen 3 , the Eternal Unchanging (the 
time we put against hydrogen 3 in the table - on page gn - is 3 seconds , 
which corresponds approximately to the life period of large molecules). 
Yet the Great Laboratory itself is constantly trying out new experiments -
creating new forms and patterns which determine the soul of Brahma. For in 
the soul of Brahma the possibilities are infinite - nothing is ever repeated , and 
everything is new. 

Could this idea perhaps help to throw some light on the nature of 
man's soul? 

+++++++ 

What is the soul of the earth ? That part of a man which we call 
his soul is related to the world of molecules and the world of planets - to what 
would the earth's soul be related? The earth's soul (by the same token) 
would be related to the world of living creatures and the world of star clusters 
in the milky way. What could this possibly mean? Does it mean, perhaps, 
that the Great Laboratory determines the nature of living creatures in the 
biosphere and that this is the soul of the earth? For is not the earth's soul 
concerned with the biosphere beyond all else? Is it not this which gives the 
earth her own individual role among the planets , and enables her to fulfil her 
peculiar function as part of the solar system? Is it not possible,too, that none 
of the other planets - or at least the lesser planets - have developed a soul 
as yet? 

(*P.D.Ouspensky's' New Model of the Universe' 1934 ed.p.50/51) 
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